NEW CELEBRITY COUPLE? DEMI LOVATO
ALLEGEDLY HOOKING UP WITH UFC
FIGHTER LUKE ROCKHOLD

By Mallory McDonald
A new celebrity couple may be in the making. Demi Lovato recently ended a long term relationship with Wilmer Valderrama, but she seems to
be ready to jump back into dating. According to UsMagazine.com, she is
ending her summer in a new celebrity relationship with UFC fighter,
Luke Rockhold. An insider said, “She’s just trying to have fun right
now. They’ve been talking, hanging out and hooking up, and they like
each other.” The same source shared that Rockhold has no desire to settle down at this time, and Lovato is happy where their relationship
is. It sounds like the perfect end of summer fling that could turn serious!
Rumors have it that there’s another celebrity couple in the works. What are some
good ways to meet someone with similar interests?

Cupid’s Advice
One of the strongest ways a new relationship can begin is by meeting
through a common interest. Finding that person may seem difficult, so
Cupid’s here with some dating tips for finding a connection with someone new:
1. Get out: We always seem to put our passions on the back burner and
focus on things that demand our attention. Try to get out once a week
and do something that interests you. Mr. or Mrs. right may be there,
but you will never know if you don’t go.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Wilmer Valderrama Posts Sleeping Demi Lovato Selfie on Social Media
2. Be open: Sometimes when we are passionate about something, we only
focus on that. Make a conscious decision that when you are doing something you love, to not focus your attention solely on that activity because you may be missing out on that special someone you have been
searching for.
Related Link: Demi Lovato Denies Rumors She’s Getting Back Together
with Joe Jonas
3. Attend events: Most likely there are going to be events happening
around you that are in line with your interests. This is the perfect
opportunity to not only attend something fun and that you may enjoy,
but is also the perfect place to mingle with people you already have
something in common with.
What ways do you meet someone who shares your interests? Comment below!

